HOW TO BUY
BABY VIZSLA INU TOKEN (BABYVIZSLA)?
01. Download Trust Wallet application on your phone
Install and create a new wallet. VERY IMPORTANT! Write down your password
(usually 12 words in a right order).

02. Add tokens to your wallet
After creating a new wallet you have to add 2 tokens. Use the contracts below! First is BABYVIZSLA
token, the second one is HVI. It’s important because if you reach certain amount of BABYVIZSLA you
will get HVI tokens as rewards.
BABYVIZSLA Contract: 0xfB19F247F1f22Cef1F0384535C779c664632cB6F
HVI Contract: 0xde619a9e0eeeaa9f8cd39522ed788234837f3b26
You can find the adresses on the token’s websites as well:
www.babyvizsla.com (top of website)
vizslainu.com (in the middle of website)

Click on icon in the right corner and add the two tokens!
(BABYVIZSLA and HVI) Copy the contracts in „Search tokens” field.

First you will see „No assets found” and „Add Custom Token”. Click
on this! Change network: click on Smart Chain than push Paste. If
does not work copy the BABYVIZSLA contract again! Finish the
process by clicking the „Done” button.

In case of HVI use the same process. It’s possible that after copying
the contract HVI token will be seen immediately. You just have to
turn on by sliding the proper button. If not than click on „Add
custom Token”!

03. Settings
Open up PancakeSwap.finance app on „Dapps” icon. (There are no
Dapps on iOS based Trust Wallet. If you have an iPhone, open
pancakeswap.finance website in your browser and connect with
your wallet.)
First you have to close the system message by clicking „x”. (There is
the possibility you will not have it.) Than click on the gear icon and
under „Slippage Tolerance” write the number „15” in the last
„bubble”! There is no „save” button just click on „x”.

04. Find BNB and BABYVIZSLA tokens
First click on BNB icon and paste the contract.
BABYVIZSLA contract:
0xfB19F247F1f22Cef1F0384535C779c664632cB6F
After pasting the BABYVIZSLA address you will see BABYVIZSLA
and the „Import” button. Click on it! It will take a few seconds.
Than you'll see „Import Tokens” label. Just click on „I understand”
and than click the „Import” button.
If you don’t see BABYVIZSLA than click on „Manage Tokens”
button! There will be an other list click on „Tokens” and paste the
address again! After this the process will be the same.

05. Buying BABYVIZSLA
Above what you sell below what you buy. Finishing the transaction
click on the „Swap” button.
Important notice!
This system operates with 13% commission. You will get 13% less
BABYVIZSLA what you see on your screen.

WWW.BABYVIZSLA.COM

